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Page 1 - Introduction

Welcome on board this Global Aircraft. In this issue of the Global Aviation Magazine, we will
take a look at two more Global Lines cities Reno, Nevada, and St. Petersburg, Russia. We also
take another look at a featured aircraft in the Global Fleet. This month’s featured aircraft is the
Embraer 120.
We wish you a pleasant flight.
2. Reno, Nevada – Biggest Little City in the World
5. St. Petersburg, Russia – Venice of the North
8. Pilot Information
9. Introducing the Embraer 120 – Sleek by Design
11. In-Flight Movies/Featured Music
13. From the Front Desk

Page 2-Reno, Nevada –Biggest Little City in the World

Reno is the county seat of Washoe County, Nevada, United States. The city has a population of about 220,000 and is
the most populous Nevada city outside of the Las Vegas metropolitan area. Reno sits in a high desert valley at the
foot of the Sierra Nevada. Known as The Biggest Little City in the World, Reno is famous for its casinos, and is the
birthplace of the gaming corporation Harrah's Entertainment. The Reno-Sparks metropolitan area is informally called
the Truckee Meadows, and consists of about 400,000 residents

To provide the necessary connection between Virginia
City and the California Trail, Charles W. Fuller built a
log toll bridge across the Truckee River in 1859. A
small community that would serve to service travelers
soon grew up near the bridge. After two years, Fuller
sold the bridge to Myron C. Lake, who continued to
develop the community with the addition of a grist
mill, kiln, and livery stable to the hotel and eating
house. He renamed it Lake's Crossing. In 1864,
Washoe County was consolidated with Roop County;
Lake's Crossing became the largest town in the
county. Lake had earned himself the title "founder of
Reno."
The extension of the Virginia and Truckee Railroad to
Reno in 1872 provided a boost to the city's economy.
In the following decade, Reno continued to grow as a
business and agricultural center and became the
principal settlement on the transcontinental railroad
between Sacramento and Salt Lake City.
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Reno took a leap when the state of Nevada legalized open-gambling in 1931, along with the passage of even more
liberal divorce laws than places like Hot Springs, Arkansas offered. No other state offered what Nevada did in the
1930s, and casinos like the Bank Club and Palace were popular.
Within a few years, the Bank Club, owned by George Wingfield, Bill Graham, and Jim McKay, was the state's
largest employer and the largest casino in the world. Wingfield owned most of the buildings in town that housed
gaming and took a percentage of the profits, along with his rent.
Ernie Pyle once wrote in one of his columns "All the people you saw on the streets in Reno were obviously there to
get divorces." In Ayn Rand's novel The Fountainhead, published in 1943, the New-York-based female protagonist
tells a friend "I am going to Reno," which is taken as a different way of saying "I am going to divorce my husband."

Before the late 1950s, Reno was the gambling
capital of the United States, but in the last
twenty years Las Vegas' rapid growth, American
Airlines' 2000 buyout of Reno Air and the
growth of Indian gambling gaming in California
have reduced its business.
Because of its geographical proximity, Reno has
traditionally drawn the majority of its California
tourists and gamblers from the San Francisco
Bay Area and Sacramento, while Las Vegas has
historically served more tourists from Southern
California and the Phoenix area.
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The resort region around Lake Tahoe on the California-Nevada borders has formed the Reno-Tahoe Winter Games
Coalition to make a bid for the 2022 Winter Olympics. They cited the airport, close mountains, and compact
geographic area in which the games could be held. Squaw Valley Ski Resort, which hosted the 1960 Winter
Olympics, is considered a major advantage to the bid.
Reno is home to a variety of recreation activities including both seasonal and year-round. In the summer, Reno locals
can be found near three major bodies of water: Lake Tahoe, the Truckee River, and Pyramid Lake. The Truckee River
originates at Lake Tahoe and flows west to east through the center of downtown Reno before terminating at Pyramid
Lake to the north. The river is a major part of Artown, held in the summer at Wingfield Park. Washoe Lake is a
popular kite and windsurf location because of its high wind speeds during the summer.
Skiing and snowboarding are among the most
popular winter sports and draw in many tourists.
There are 18 ski resorts (8 major resorts),
including Northstar-at-Tahoe, Sierra-at-Tahoe,
Alpine Meadows, Squaw Valley Ski Resort,
Sugar Bowl, Diamond Peak, Heavenly Mountain
Resort, and Mount Rose Ski Resort located as
close as eleven miles (18 km) and as far as
ninety-eight miles from the Reno-Tahoe
International Airport. Other popular Reno winter
activities include snowshoeing, ice skating, and
snowmobiling. There are many bike paths to ride
in the summer time. International bike
competitions are held in Lake Tahoe over the
summer time.
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Saint Petersburg is a city in Russia
located on the Neva River at the head of
the Gulf of Finland on the Baltic Sea. In
1914 the name of the city was changed
to Petrograd and in 1991 back to Saint
Petersburg.
In Russian literature, informal
documents, and discourse, the "Saint" is
usually omitted, leaving Petersburg. In
common parlance Russians may drop
burg as well, leaving only Peter.
Saint Petersburg was founded by Tsar
Peter the Great on May 27 1703. From
1713 to 1728 and from 1732 to 1918,
Saint Petersburg was the Imperial capital
of Russia.
In 1918 the central government bodies
moved from Saint Petersburg (then
named Petrograd) to Moscow. It is
Russia's second largest city after
Moscow with almost 5 million
inhabitants. Saint Petersburg is a major
European cultural center, and also an
important Russian port on the Baltic
Sea.
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Saint Petersburg is often described as the most Western city of Russia. It is also the northernmost city in the world
to have a population of over one million. The Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of
Monuments constitute a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Saint Petersburg is also home to The Hermitage, one of the
largest art museums in the world. A large number of foreign consulates, international corporations, banks and other
businesses are located in Saint Petersburg.

On 7 November 1917, the Bolsheviks, led by
Vladimir Lenin, stormed the Winter Palace in an
event known as the Great October Socialist
Revolution, which led to the end of the postTsarist, the transfer of all political power to the
Soviets, and the rise of the Communist Party.
In September and October 1917, the German
troops invaded the West Estonian archipelago
thus threatening Petrograd with bombardment
and invasion. Thus on March 12, 1918, the
Soviets transferred the government to Moscow.
During the ensuing Civil War in 1919 general
Yudenich advancing from Estonia repeated the
attempt to capture the city, but Leon Trotsky
mobilized the army and forced him to retreat.
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Although the central part of the city is watched by UNESCO (there are about 8,000 architectural monuments in
Petersburg), the safety of its historical and architectural environment became disputable since after 2005 the
demolition of older buildings in the historical centre went into practice. In 2006 Gazprom announced an ambitious
project to erect a 396-meter skyscraper opposite to Smolny, which could result in irretrievable loss of the unique line
of Petersburg landscape. Urgent protests of citizen and prominent public figures of Russia against this project were
not considered by Governor Valentina Matvienko and the city authorities until December 2010, when after the
statement of President Dmitry Medvedev it was finally decided to find a more appropriate location for this
construction site.
People in urban Saint Petersburg live
mostly in apartments. Between 1918 and
the 1990s, the Soviets nationalized housing
and forced residents to share communal
apartments. With 68% living in shared flats
in the 1930s, Leningrad was the city in the
USSR with the largest number of
kommunalkas. Shared apartments are still
not uncommon. As new boroughs were
built on the outskirts, over half a million
low income families eventually received
free apartments, and about an additional
hundred thousand condos were purchased.
While economic and social activity is
concentrated in the historic city centre, the
richest part of Saint Petersburg, most people
live in commuter areas. In 2007, the birth
rate was 9.1 per 1000.
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Reminder to all Global Pilots that your input is what has made our company great and what will continue to make it
so. We want to hear from you so if you have any suggestions for our special 2X events, new routes, aircraft, etc. feel
free to drop the Editor or your Flight Crew Manager a line and we will see what we can do to make our company
even better. Thank you in advance for your assistance and recommendations!

Global Explorer’s Club Member check-in and
reception at Paris’ Charles De Gaulle Airport

Global Explorer’s Club Member bar and lounge at
Paris’ Charles De Gaulle Airport

Global Explorer’s Club Member check-in and
reception at Rome’ Fiumicino Airport

Global Explorer’s Club Member bar and lounge at
Rome’ Fiuminico Airport

Fun Facts:
Although aviation history and development can be credited to way before the Wright brothers, they are given credit
for inventing and building the world’s first successful airplane and making the first controlled powered and
sustained heavier-than-air human flight. This historical event happened on December 17, 1903.
Airbus developers have their eyes set for the future, including some out of this world designs such as a see through
plane where passengers can have an almost 360 degree view of what’s around them as they fly.
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After the success of the EMB-110 Bandeirante, Embraer began the development of their first transport category
airliner in 1974. The so-called Family 12X was comprised by three models with modular concept designs: EMB120 Araguaia, EMB-123-Tapajós and EMB-121 Xingu. EMB-121 was the sole 12X model effectively produced.
Araguaia name was changed to Brasilia in 1979 at the official launching of the project, when at a CAAA
(Commuter Airline Association of America) convention at USA several suggestions from prospective operators
were collected and incorporated to EMB-120 design. Thus, a completely new aircraft - no more related to 12X
family - was launched, and no common parts from EMB 121 Xingu was used, and the capacity was revised from 24
to 30 seats. Originally designed to utilize the new 1500SHP Pratt & Whitney Canada PW115 Turboprop, this was
later upgraded to the 1892 ESHP PW118.
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Probably the closest to a modern replacement for the DC-3 (with double the speed), the Brasilia attracted
immediate interest from many regional airlines, particularly in the USA. The size, speed and ceiling allowed faster
and more direct services around the US and Europe, compared to similar aircraft. The first aircraft entered service
with Atlantic Southeast Airlines in October 1985. The basic EMB-120RT was upgraded to the extended range
(1,575 km) EMB-120 ER, with older aircraft retrofitted via a Service Bulletin.
Most of the EMB 120s were sold in the United States and other destinations in the Western Hemisphere. Some
European airlines such as Régional in France, Atlant-Soyuz Airlines in Russia, DAT in Belgium, and DLT in
Germany also purchased EMB-120s. Serial production ended in 2001. As of 2007, it is still available for one-off
orders, as it shares much of the production equipment with the ERJ-145 family, which is still produced. The
Angolan Air Force, for example, received a new EMB 120 in 2007.
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Avengers
Marvel Studios presents Marvel's The Avengers-the Super Hero team up of a lifetime,
featuring iconic Marvel Super Heroes Iron Man, The Incredible Hulk, Thor, Captain
America, Hawkeye and Black Widow. When an unexpected enemy emerges that threatens
global safety and security, Nick Fury, Director of the international peacekeeping agency
known as S.H.I.E.L.D., finds himself in need of a team to pull the world back from the brink
of disaster. Spanning the globe, a daring recruitment effort begins.
Comic/Adventure

Battleship
Peter Berg produces and directs Battleship, an epic-scaled action-adventure that unfolds
across the seas, in the skies and over land as our planet fights for survival against a superior
force. Inspired by Hasbro's classic naval combat game, Battleship stars Taylor Kitsch as Lt.
Alex Hopper, a Naval officer assigned to the USS John Paul Jones; Brooklyn Decker as Sam
Shane, a physical therapist and Hopper's fiancé; Alexander Skarsgaard as Hopper's older
brother, Stone, Commanding Officer of the USS Sampson; Rihanna as Petty Officer Raikes,
Hopper's crewmate and a weapons specialist on the USS John Paul Jones; and international
superstar Liam Neeson as Hopper and Stone's superior (and Sam's father), Admiral Shane.
Science Fiction

Cabin in the Woods
Five friends go to a remote cabin in the woods. Bad things happen. If you think you know
this story, think again. From fan favorites Joss Whedon and Drew Goddard comes The Cabin
in the Woods, a mind blowing horror film that turns the genre inside out.
Horror

Snow White and the Huntsman
In the epic action-adventure Snow White and the Huntsman, Kristen Stewart plays the only
person in the land fairer than the evil queen (Charlize Theron) out to destroy her. But what
the wicked ruler never imagined is that the young woman threatening her reign has been
training in the art of war with a huntsman (Chris Hemsworth) dispatched to kill her. Sam
Claflin joins the cast as the prince long enchanted by Snow White's beauty and power.
Fantasy/Adventure

The Samaritan
After twenty-five years in prison, Foley (Samuel L. Jackson) is finished with the drifter's life.
When he meets an elusive young woman named Iris (Ruth Negga), the possibility of a new
start looks real. But his past is proving to be a stubborn companion: Ethan (Luke Kirby), the
son of his former partner, has an ingenious plan and he wants Foley in. The harder Foley tries
to escape his past, the tighter he is ensnared in Ethan's web of secrets, until it becomes all too
clear to Foley that some wrongs can never be made right.
Suspense
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Dave Matthews Band, abbreviated DMB, is an
American rock band that was formed in
Charlottesville, Virginia, U.S.A. in 1991. Lyrical
themes focus on topics ranging from God, love,
sex, the enjoyment and appreciation of life, to
ending racism, and political and anti-war
statements. The founding members were singersongwriter and guitarist Dave Matthews, bassist
Stefan Lessard, drummer/backing vocalist Carter
Beauford and saxophonist LeRoi Moore. Boyd
Tinsley was added to the band as a violinist soon
after the band was formed. Moore died suddenly
in August 2008 due to complications from an
ATV accident. Grammy Award-winner Jeff
Coffin, of Béla Fleck and the Flecktones, has
since filled Moore's spot as the band's
saxophonist. Rashawn Ross and Tim Reynolds
have also become full-time touring members of
the band. The band's 2009 album, Big Whiskey
and the GrooGrux King (the first since Moore's
death) debuted at number one on Billboard 200,
giving the band their fifth consecutive number
one debut, making them the second band behind
Metallica to do so. Their most recent album, Away from the World, was released in 2012, and also debuted at number
one on the Billboard chart. As of 2010, Dave Matthews Band has approximate sales between 30 and 40 million copies
worldwide. The band is known for their annual summer-long tours of the US and Europe, featuring lengthy
improvisational renditions of their songs, accompanied by an elaborate video and lighting show. This portion of the
tour has become a stamp of DMB and has grown with the band since Fenton Williams began in the early 1990s. After
twenty consecutive years of touring the band announced that it would take the summer of 2011 off.
Richard Lee "Ricky" Skaggs is a American country and
bluegrass singer, musician, producer, and composer. He
primarily plays mandolin; however, he also plays fiddle,
guitar, mandocaster and banjo. He started playing music at
age 5 after he was given a mandolin by his father. At age 6,
he played mandolin and sang on stage with Bill Monroe. At
age 7, he appeared on television's Martha White country
music variety show, playing with Lester Flatt and Earl
Scruggs.
In his mid-teens, Skaggs met a fellow teen prodigy, guitarist
Keith Whitley, and the two started playing together with
Whitley's banjoist brother Dwight on radio shows. By 1970,
they had earned a spot opening for Ralph Stanley and Skaggs
and Keith Whitley were thereafter invited to join Stanley's
band, the Clinch Mountain Boys
Skaggs later joined The Country Gentlemen in Washington,
DC, J. D. Crowe's New South. For a few years, Skaggs was a
member of Emmylou Harris's Hot Band. He wrote the
arrangements for Harris's 1980 bluegrass-roots album, Roses
in the Snow. In addition to arranging for Harris, Skaggs sang
harmony and played mandolin and fiddle in the Hot Band.
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FROM THE FRONT DESK
October, 2012
Greetings again from the front desk.
It is hard to believe that our magazine first hit the press a little over two years ago. Today it has become a tradition at
Global Lines and something that we get a lot of emails about from the outside world. We would love to include more
about our own Pilots in it as well so if any of you have anything you would like to share with us and don’t mind ir
going to print for the world to see, just drop a line to the editor at – editor@globalexpressair.com or
editor@globalairinternational.com and they will be happy to take a look at it and include your story/idea. Don’t forget
to include as much info as possible but please also understand that it is the editor’s prerogative to edit where and when
needed to fir the space requirements.
Halloween is almost upon us and once again we remind all Pilots that it is unacceptable to wear any costumes that in
any way obstruct your vision while flying! Even the cabin crews may NOT wear anything that keeps them from
clearly seeing or acting in any emergency. It may be fun to dress up but please also remember that our passengers
expect to see a professional flight and cabin crew who deliver exceptional service. Enough said? 
ATP Captain Stephane Rheaume of Canada has returned from his second and final tour of duty with the Royal
Canadian Air Force showing off their aircraft in foreign and exotic locations around the world so a BIG welcome back
Captain, it is great to have you back in the driver’s seat. Our cabin crews and passengers all tell us they love to fly
with you and not to mention your French Canadian accent, you are the total package!
Our Chief Pilot has been given a few re-writes on his around the world flight where he will earn his third wing star
and we are currently looking at a takeoff date sometime in November or December. We look forward to tracking
another around the world flight and the reports from the crew and passengers on these exclusive one of a kind
flight(s.)

Until the next time……… Safe Flight Always!
Sincerely,

James “Mick” Taylor
James “Mick” Taylor - GL-0004
CEO Global Express Airways / Global Air International

